Patent Summary
The IIT Indore patent on “A SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO MODULE TO PERFORM AN INTERSYSTEM COMMUNICATION” is granted by the Patent Office, Government of India. The inventors
Prof. Vimal Bhatia and Vijendra Singh Tomar from the Indian Institute of Technology Indore have
proposed a novel method for an inter-system communication. Which provides an inexpensive, less power
consuming communication link for making the communication possible between different radios
operating in different frequency bands.
The invention teaches about converting the input signal operated at the first frequency band to an output
signal operated at the second frequency band. The invention discloses configuring, by a radio module, at
least one transceiver supported by a first radio system to transmit and receive a signal of a first frequency
band, configuring at least one transceiver supported by a second radio system to transmit and receive a
signal of a second frequency band, receiving an input signal of the first frequency band by at least one
transceiver supported by the first radio system and converting the input signal operated at the first
frequency band to an output signal operated at the second frequency band. The invention discloses about
configuring a modulation hardware to oscillate at base frequency of the second frequency band, extracting
the information from the received input signal of the first frequency band that includes a baseband data
and further to the same, it includes transferring the baseband data to the modulation hardware and
generating the output signal of the second frequency band at the modulation hardware.
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